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We are pleased to present the findings
from our 16th annual MAC Survey:
Mergers and acquisitions activity has continued at a healthy pace since last year. Deal volume
remained high in 2016—though it fell short of 2015’s record—and the value of deals announced
in the first half of 2017 surpassed long-term averages. Contributing to this activity were a number
of multi-billion dollar megadeals in industries ranging from fully mature (and likely declining)
areas such as tobacco, to the established, but expanding worlds of energy and telecommunications.
In September 2016, natural gas pipeline companies Enbridge and Spectra Energy announced they
would merge in a $28 billion deal that would create the largest energy infrastructure business in
North America. In October 2016, British American Tobacco moved to expand its global reach even
further when it offered $47 billion to buy the remaining 57.8 percent stake in Reynolds American
that it did not own. The $85.4 billion merger between telecommunications and media giants AT&T
and Time Warner, also announced in October of last year, was one of the most publicized deals of
the year and a major talking point during the presidential election season in 2016. In November
2017, the Trump administration appeared to follow through on an earlier campaign promise when
it sued to block the merger. Despite political uncertainty in the United States and beyond, mergers
and acquisitions continue to be a favored approach to growth, and the trend is likely spurred by the
continued availability of favorable financing combined with lower prospects for organic growth in
mature economies.
Nixon Peabody’s annual analysis of material adverse
change clauses in acquisition agreements over the
past 16 years has evinced a dealmaking climate highly
sensitive to developments both in the United States
and around the world. Each year, the survey provides
a renewed opportunity to examine the market’s
responses to shifts in the myriad economic, geopolitical and societal forces that shape the manner and
environment in which transactions occur. With each
survey we conduct, we capture a more robust picture
of trends in M&A transactions.
Survey results provide us vivid insight into the
prevailing conditions and concerns surrounding transactions. The tragic events of September 11, 2001, cast
an unmistakable shadow over our inaugural survey
covering deals during 2001–2002, which notably
reflected the growing concern of the potential impact
of terrorism on dealmaking. Ensuing years saw the
world begin to adjust to a post-9/11 reality, and an
increasingly stabilized economy as a consequence. A
renewed sense of security helped spur growth during
this period, which fostered conditions favorable to
targets. The attending trend toward an increase in

MAC exceptions halted, however, once the effects of
the credit crisis and the Great Recession began to take
hold in 2008 and 2009. Fewer companies found themselves in a position to buy during this time, so those
that did wielded greater power in transactional negotiations. While the gradual recovery from the recession has equalized the balance between purchasers
and targets to an extent, surveys in recent years have
indicated that bidders are often slow to relinquish the
advantages they gained during the economic downturn. While our 2016 survey indicated some success of
target companies in negotiating for more MAC exceptions, this year’s results seem to demonstrate a slight
reversion toward historical averages.
The statistics contained in this summary convey
useful information for understanding contemporary M&A transactions, and delving deeper into the
results in order to explore the underlying factors
influencing the results generates even more valuable
knowledge. We hope that our survey and analysis of
its results lead to a greater understanding of today’s
dealmaking landscape.
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An Introduction to the MAC Clause
Material adverse change or material adverse effect
clauses, often referred to as MAC or MAE clauses,
serve dual purposes. First, a MAC definition is used in
qualifications to various representations, warranties
and covenants, establishing a threshold for determining the scope of disclosure or compliance relating
to risks associated with the changes in the target’s
business. For example, a representation may provide
that a target has complied with all environmental
laws “except as would not have a Material Adverse
Effect.” Such a MAC qualification would allow an
immaterial breach of environmental law to have little
effect on the consummation of a deal.
As a second function, the MAC clause is used to
delineate the circumstances under which a bidder
would be permitted to exit a transaction without
liability. This right to walk away is frequently
referred to as a “MAC out” and generally appears in
the conditions precedent to the bidder’s obligation
to close the deal. A typical MAC-out provision states
as a condition that “there shall not have occurred
a Material Adverse Change in the Company.” The
delineated events constituting a MAC are then qualified by a listing of other events, often referred to as
“MAC exceptions.” MAC exceptions preclude bidders
from walking away from a deal or seeking a renegotiation of material terms on the basis that a MAC
has taken place. The delineated events constituting a
MAC, together with MAC exceptions, allocate carefully calibrated and negotiated risks of loss between
the bidder and the target that may result from
adverse circumstances occurring in the target’s business in the sensitive period between deal execution
and completion.
MAC clauses are often heavily negotiated between
the parties. A target usually attempts to narrow the
MAC definitional elements and expand the exceptions in order to shift risk to the bidder. By shifting
risk to the bidder, the target bolsters the certainty
of the deal’s closing and its ability to preserve deal
pricing. Bidders, however, strive to shift the risk to
the target by expanding MAC elements and reducing
the number and scope of the exceptions allowed,
thereby reserving for the bidder a greater ability to
walk away from the deal or to renegotiate deal terms.
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While courts are reluctant to enforce MAC clauses, in
recent years, some bidders have successfully invoked
such provisions in order to re-price a deal.

Our Methodology
As with our prior surveys, we reviewed publicly filed
acquisition agreements for transactions with values
in excess of $100 million dated between June 1 of the
preceding year and May 31 of the current year. For
this survey, we collected a sizable sampling of deals
executed between June 1, 2016, and May 31, 2017,
from publicly available information filed with the
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission. This year,
we reviewed 203 agreements, which included asset
purchase, stock purchase and merger agreements.
The surveyed transactions represent an expansive
array of industries and range in value from $100
million to over $85 billion. While we note that our
review and analysis are not technically scientific and
do not include private transactions for which no
agreement is publicly available, we believe that the
results generally reflect the climate of M&A transactions during the period.
Furthermore, we analyzed the 57 deals in our sample
valued at $1 billion or more, comparing them to all
deals reviewed during the period examined. This is
a departure from our methodology in prior years,
where we analyzed the top 100 deals on our list.
We believe that with this change in methodology,
our analysis of this year’s results may shed light on
some differences between the largest deals and their
middle-market counterparts.

Summary of Results: A Mix of
Pro-Bidder and Pro-Target Trends
Of the 203 agreements surveyed, 181 (89%) contained
a material adverse change in the “business, operations, financial conditions of the Company” as a definitional element. This is a slight decrease from last
year’s survey, when this element appeared in 92% of
all agreements. Meanwhile, just 15 of the acquisition
agreements reviewed this year lacked a MAC closing
condition, representing approximately 7% of all agreements reviewed, compared to 3% reported in the 2016
survey and 5% reported in the 2015 survey. We note

that each of the deals valued at $1 billion or more in
this year’s survey contained a MAC condition.
While last year’s survey suggested that recent probidder trends could be leveling off, the small shift
in this year’s results may tell a different story. More
agreements contained the pro-bidder “would reasonably be expected to” language in the MAC definition—it appeared in 62% of the deals reviewed this
year, while appearing in 54% of all deals reviewed
last year. This language appeared in 61% of all deals
reviewed in 2015, 56% of deals reviewed in 2014, 53%
in 2013, 42% in 2012, 29% in 2011 and 13% in 2010. By
defining a material adverse effect to involve circumstances that “would reasonably be expected to” lead to
a MAC, a bidder introduces a forward-looking feature
to the definition, allowing it to adopt a more lenient
approach during negotiations over whether a material
adverse change in the target’s prospects needs to be
covered by the definition.
However, we also saw a slight decline in the usage of
pro-bidder “disproportionately affect” language in the
MAC exceptions during this year’s surveyed period.
Such language appeared in 76% of the deals reviewed
this year, while appearing in 81% of deals reviewed
last year and 83% and 88% of deals reviewed the two
years before—which evidenced a significant increase
over the 73% found in our 2011 and 2012 surveys and
the 48% and 40% found in our 2009 and 2010 surveys,
respectively. “Disproportionately affect” language
carves out exceptions from the MAC clause to ensure
that bidders have the protections of the MAC clause
in the event the target company suffers more greatly
than its peers from a specified event, such as a general
economic or industry downturn.
The chart on the next page details the prevalence of
MAC elements in our survey.
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MAC Elements
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Sustained Level of “Would
Reasonably Be Expected to”
Language in the MAC Definitions
The MAC formulation where a listed event “would
reasonably be expected to” result in a material adverse
effect broadens the scope of events qualifying as
materially adverse by allowing the bidder to account
for effects on the target that are foreseeable but
not yet revealed on an income statement or balance
sheet. This clause incorporates a prospective element
into the MAC clause formulation, significantly
advantaging bidders. For example, notification from

a target’s major customer that it would no longer do
business with the target “would reasonably be
expected to” result in a loss of sales and a decline in
profits but those effects may not have occurred by
closing. Last year, the “would reasonably be expected
to” formulation decreased from previous years,
appearing in 54% of all deals reviewed, compared to
61% in 2015, 56% in 2014, 53% in 2013, 42% in 2012
and 29% in 2011. This year, this formulation appeared
in 62% of all agreements reviewed and in 60% of deals
valued at $1 billion or more.
The chart below details the findings in our survey
with respect to general definitional matters:

MAC Elements: Definitional Matters
60
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Appearance of “Disproportionately
Affects” Language Limiting the
Exclusions Remains High
The pro-bidder “disproportionately affects” qualification ensures that exclusions favoring the target apply
only when the target is keeping pace with its peers
and its industry, not when it is an outlier in terms of
its vulnerability to systemic threats. In about 76% of
the agreements reviewed this year (and in approximately 91% of deals valued at $1 billion or more), the
exclusions were limited in whole or in part to specified events that did not “disproportionately affect”
the target. The use of the qualification declined
slightly from the past two years, when it appeared in
81% and 83% of the agreements surveyed in 2016 and
2015, respectively. We note, however, that this year’s
figure is nonetheless higher than those of the three
years preceding the 89% peak in the 2013 survey (73%
in 2012, 73% in 2011 and 40% in 2010).

More MAC Exceptions for the
Largest Deals; Uniformity Across
Industries
MAC exceptions tend to appear with greater
frequency in the 57 deals valued at $1 billion or
more, compared to the full sample of 203 deals for
the period covered in this survey. We identified, on
average, approximately 12.6 exceptions per agreement for all agreements reviewed and about 16.4
exceptions per agreement for the top 57. This marks
a change from our conclusion last year, based on our
observation that the top 100 deals had an average of
14.7 exceptions compared to 12.6 for all deals, that
frequency of MAC exceptions is uniform across deals
of different magnitudes. It would appear that the
MAC clauses in deals valued in the billions of dollars
are more stringently negotiated, and this is reflected
in the number of MAC exceptions and the length of
the MAC clause in general. This approach reflects the
heightened importance of carefully delineating material events that could threaten deal certainty in the
largest transactions.

Among deals of the same magnitude, we did observe
a similar frequency of MAC exceptions across
different industries, which reflects a relatively developed uniformity in MAC clauses. This is perhaps a
sign of risk-averse approaches by both bidders and
targets, as both sides may prefer conforming MAC
clauses to market standards to negotiating unique
formulations. It also may signal a greater common
understanding of the meaning of a material adverse
change.

Exceptions Related to Changes in
the Economy
Last year, MAC exceptions for “changes in the
economy or business in general” and “changes in
general conditions of the specific industry” appeared
in 89% and 82% of transaction agreements reviewed,
respectively. This year, these exceptions decreased
slightly to 85% and 80%, respectively, of transaction agreements reviewed. The MAC exception
for “change in trading price or trading volume of
Company’s stock” returned to its 2015 level of 36%,
up from 28% of all agreements reviewed last year.
(We note also that the exception for “change in
trading price or trading volume” appeared in 74% of
the 57 deals surveyed this year that were valued at
$1 billion or more.) The MAC exception relating to a
change in securities markets appeared in 70% of deals
this year, similar to its 2015 level of 72% and down
from 82% last year.
The chart on the next page details the prevalence
of MAC exceptions found in our survey relating to
“Changes in Markets.”
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MAC Exceptions: Changes in Markets
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Exceptions for Changes Resulting
from Acts of Terrorism and
Changes in Political Conditions
This year’s survey featured increases, some slight and
others more marked, from last year’s in MAC exceptions for changes resulting from acts of war, acts of
terrorism, political conditions and acts of God:

——“Changes due to acts of war or major hostilities”
appeared in 81% of the agreements reviewed this
year, a small decrease from 85% of agreements
reviewed last year and 82% in 2015. This exception
appeared in 85% of agreements surveyed in 2014,
88% in 2013 and 74% of those in 2012 and 2011.

——“Changes due to acts of terrorism in the United
States or abroad” appeared in 80% of the agreements
reviewed this year, a small decrease from 85% of
agreements reviewed last year and 82% in 2015.
This exception appeared in 85% of the agreements
surveyed in 2014, 87% in 2013 and 67% in 2012.

——“Changes in political conditions” appeared in 71%
of the agreements surveyed this year, a slight
decrease from 73% of the agreements surveyed last
year and up from 66% in 2015 and 67% in 2014.
This exception appeared in 86% of the 57 deals
valued at $1 billion or more.

——The “acts of God” exception appeared in 66% of the
agreements reviewed this year, compared to 64%
in 2016, 61% in 2015, 67% in 2014 and 2013, 43% in
2012 and 40% in 2011, suggesting perhaps that
Hurricane Sandy, the 2012 storm system that
severely affected the New York City metro area
and became the second-costliest hurricane in U.S.
history, lingers in the minds of targets, bidders and
their counsel. Notably, the “acts of God” exception
appeared in 93% of the agreements in our sample
valued at $1 billion or more.
The chart below details the prevalence of MAC
exceptions relating to changes arising from hostilities, calamities and acts of God:

MAC Exceptions: Hostilities, Calamities and Acts of God
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Exceptions Relating to Changes in
Legal Developments
The MAC exception for “changes in laws or regulations” has grown quite steadily in the past decade.
While this exception appeared in only 42% of transaction agreements in our 2006 review, this MAC
exception has consistently appeared in more than
80% of the agreements reviewed in each of the last
five years. The exception appeared in 83% of the
agreements surveyed this year, 88% in 2016, 83% in
2015, 85% in 2014, 89% in 2013, 71% in 2012 and 67%
in 2011. From our own experience, we have observed
targets focusing on this exception due to continued

concerns over the United Kingdom’s plans to leave
the European Union and the potential regulatory
impact of the U.S. presidential election and new
administration, which may be reflected in our survey
results.
The exception for “changes in interpretation of laws
by courts or government entities” appeared in 57% of
the deals reviewed this year, down slightly from 59%
of the deals reviewed last year. This figure was at 57%
in 2015, 65% in 2014, 62% in 2013, 41% in 2012 and
27% in 2011.
The chart below details the prevalence of MAC
exceptions found in our survey that relate to changes
in legal developments:

MAC Exceptions: Legal Developments
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Other Notable Comparisons
with the Top 57

general, changes in general conditions of the specific
industry, changes in trading price or volume of the
target’s stock, acts of God, the effect of the announcement of the transaction and the failure of the target
to meet revenue or earnings projections.

As we observed before, MAC exceptions typically
appeared at a higher rate within the 57 deals in our
sample valued at $1 billion or more, in comparison to
the total deals reviewed. Notable examples include the
carve-outs for changes in the economy or business in

The following charts present the remaining results of
this year’s survey:

MAC Exceptions: Employee Matters
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MAC Exceptions: Miscellaneous
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MAC Clauses: Conclusions
Despite the passage of time, the lingering effects
of the 2007–2008 financial crisis persist in several
arenas, including in MAC clauses. Caution despite the
economy’s continued stability and an ever-present
concern for unforeseeable changes seems to have
inspired nearly all sizable M&A transactions in the
wake of the recent economic downturn to include
detailed MAC clauses. While the economy has shown
many signs of marked improvement in the intervening years, the continued widespread inclusion of
elaborate MAC clauses in these agreements suggests
that these bulky clauses now have become a permanent fixture in M&A deals. The solace bidders seek
in MAC clauses may prove more elusive than hoped,
however; court decisions continue to indicate that
enforcement of MAC clauses is difficult.
As reported in previous surveys, U.S. courts have
placed an onerous burden on bidders attempting to
enforce MAC clauses. In addition to the rulings in
Delaware responsive to the dispute between Apollo
Tyres Ltd. and Cooper Tire & Rubber Company
that have declined to enforce a MAC clause (despite
plunging stock prices, increasingly unfavorable
exchange rates and employee attrition), recent decisions such as Mrs. Fields Brand, Inc. v. Interbake Foods
LLC, No. 12201-CB, 2017 Del. Ch. LEXIS 141 (Ch.
July 27, 2017) and Luxco Inc. v. Jim Beam Brands Co.,
No. 14 C 0349, 2016 WL 3136917 (N.D. Ill. June 6,
2016) further extend the legacy of Hexion Specialty
Chem., Inc. v. Huntsman Corp., 965 A.2d 715, 738-39
(Del. Ch. 2008), which memorably ruled that a bidder
faces a “heavy burden” if it tries to invoke a material
adverse effect clause. Generally, however, detailed
precedent involving MAC clauses remains sparse.
Thus, it remains wise to incorporate in deal agreements thoughtfully prepared MAC language.
Notwithstanding the lack of case law—and the fact
that no Delaware court has ever found a material
adverse effect to have occurred in the context of a
merger agreement—bidders have had some success
invoking MAC clauses in recent years. These cases
have resulted in opportunities to renegotiate deal
terms in favor of the bidder. One such example is
when health care company Abbott Laboratories sued
to enforce the MAC clause in its merger agreement

with Alere Inc. after finding that Alere was under a
number of government investigations and had been
delisted by the New York Stock Exchange, among
other issues. In April 2017, the parties settled on a
purchase price of $5.3 billion, less than the originally agreed-upon $5.8 billion. Even when case law
favors targets, targets are at times willing to settle by
making a purchase price adjustment, rather than risk
costly litigation and the possibility that the deal will
not close.
This year, we continue to observe in MAC clauses an
awareness of political and legal developments as they
affect deals. With the election and inauguration of
a president who has promised to push for sweeping
policy changes, including an overhaul of the U.S. tax
code, the dealmaking climate is likely to shift in turn.
While it will take time for such changes to go into
effect, the uncertainty surrounding the early months
of the first new presidential administration since the
financial crisis is already influencing the way bidders
and targets negotiate. Nixon Peabody will continue
to closely monitor how the dealmaking market
responds to these, and other, developments in the
years to come.
For more information on MAC provisions, please
contact your Nixon Peabody attorney or one of the
attorneys listed at the end of this report.
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Nixon Peabody: A Leader in
M&A and Private Equity
Nixon Peabody LLP is an industry leader in corporate transactions. We have over 200 business lawyers
working closely together to handle the full range of
mergers and acquisitions, investments, joint ventures,
licensing and strategic transactions for both private
and public clients—from structure and strategy to
negotiation and documentation. We have strong
capabilities in industry sectors such as technology, life
sciences, health care, consumer products, food and
beverage, infrastructure, manufacturing and energy.
Chambers USA regularly recognizes Nixon Peabody
as a “Highly Regarded” firm for Corporate/M&A
in its guide, America’s Leading Lawyers for Business.
The firm has been recognized by the Association
for Corporate Growth and M&A Advisor as the legal
advisor of the “Middle Market Deal of the Year” as
well as the “Cross-Border Deal of the Year.” U.S. News
and World Report regularly ranks our Corporate Law
practice as a national Tier 1 leader and has named us
“Law Firm of the Year” in health care law and franchising law. American Lawyer has featured our firm
on the cover of its “Dealmakers of the Year” issue for
our work in advising one of the most complex and
groundbreaking transactions. In addition to our firm

rankings, more than half of our M&A and Corporate
Transactions partners and counsel are recognized
by Chambers, Legal 500 and U.S. News/Best Lawyers,
among numerous other publications, as leading attorneys in the field.
Our annual surveys give us keen insights about deal
terms and conditions that our clients rely upon to
optimize their transactions. We devise innovative
solutions for overcoming the challenges and issues
that may arise, resulting in transactions that are
quicker, smoother and cost-efficient.
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please CONTACT:
Richard F. Langan, Jr., Partner
M&A, Private Equity and Capital Markets
212-940-3140
rlangan@nixonpeabody.com
David A. Martland, Partner
Practice Group Leader,
M&A and Corporate Transactions
617-345-6145
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Nixon Peabody LLP helps clients navigate complex challenges in litigation,
real estate and corporate and finance law. With more than 600 attorneys
throughout the United States, Asia and Europe, our firm works collaboratively to serve clients ranging from large corporations and financial
institutions to start-ups, entrepreneurs and private individuals. Employing
innovative and client-centered approaches, our attorneys help to anticipate
and capture opportunities, prepare for and manage risks, protect intellectual
property and forecast and overcome obstacles.

John C. Partigan, Partner
Practice Group Leader,
Public Company Transactions
202-585-8535
jpartigan@nixonpeabody.com

At Nixon Peabody, we are committed to the clients we serve, the communities in which we serve them and the diverse professionals who have helped
make us a “Best Law Firm.”
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